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California, here they come

By Mark Belcher

By Mike Low

Panel modifies Evans ruling; he can reapply for sergeant

Bezanson's resignation plans announced

By Robert Herzog

The resignation of Ronald S. Evans, the state's top law enforcemen t officer, was announced yesterday by Gov. Robert D. Reynolds. It is the latest in a series of resignations and retirements that have swept through the state's capitol in recent months.

Panel modifies Evans ruling; he can reapply for sergeant

Evans, a 47-year-old former Marine, was appointed to the post in 1976 by then-Gov. William F. Proxmire. He was appointed as a sergeant in 1977, and was promoted to lieutenant in 1979.
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Fears that President Richard Nixon's visit to Beirut this weekend will inflame the Lebanon conflict have caused Israel to put its soldiers and American diplomatic and civil service personnel on alert.

Nixon's visit to Beirut is scheduled for this weekend. Nixon is expected to meet with Lebanese President Bachir al-Assad and Syrian President Hafez al-Assad during his visit.

The visit will be the second trip to Lebanon by Nixon, who visited the country in 1975.

Nixon's visit comes as tensions between Israel and Syria have escalated in recent weeks, with both countries accusing each other of aggression.

The Israeli government has warned that it will not tolerate any provocation from Syria, and has increased its military presence along the border.

Nixon's visit is expected to be a major event, with security measures in place to ensure the safety of all those involved.

The visit will also be an opportunity for Nixon to meet with Lebanese officials and discuss ways to reduce tensions in the region.

It is hoped that Nixon's visit will lead to a reduction in violence and a strengthening of diplomatic ties between the United States and Lebanon.
Legal abortion advocate faces anger, hostility

by Bill Baird

Bill Baird has devoted his life to fighting for legal abortion for women. It's a career that has brought its share of anger and hostility.

Baird, a nationally known advocate, has been an early leader in efforts to ease restrictions on abortion. He has been active in efforts to liberalize laws in states across the country, and he has worked to ensure that women have access to safe and legal abortions.

But not everyone is happy with Baird's work. Some people see his efforts as a threat to their own beliefs and values. They have lashed out, using a variety of tactics to try to stop him from promoting abortion rights.

"PROGRESSIVES NOT well pleased with the work of pushing for liberal abortion legislation," Baird said. "It comes across the line so well.

The Bill Baird Center for Legal Abortion, housed in a large building on 11th Street, is the hub of the legal defense program. Baird said he had been18 years involved in the legal defense program and was a leader in the field of abortion law. He has been involved in a number of high-profile cases, including the famous Texas law that was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.

"We are not concerned about winning or losing cases, but rather in providing legal defense to women who have been isolated from the rest of the world," Baird said.

"We believe that the law should be applied uniformly across all age groups, and that it should not be used to discriminate against any group," Baird said.

The success of the legal defense program has been remarkable. In the past decade, Baird has won more than 1,000 legal cases, and he has helped to keep abortion legal in dozens of states.

"In the past 10 years, we've been able to keep abortion legal in 30 states," Baird said.

"We have been able to do so because we have been able to get the courts to recognize the right of women to choose," he said.

Despite money woes, elderlly still optimistic

WASHINGTON — America's elderly are still optimistic about the future, and have been satisfied with life for most of their lives, according to a new poll.

Among the poll's major findings: Most older Americans think the country is on the right track, and that it will continue to get better. And most older Americans say they have a positive outlook for the future.

But the poll also found that many older people are worried about their financial security and their health care.

The survey, conducted by the Gerontology Institute at the University of Southern California, found that most older Americans are optimistic about their future. But they also express concerns about their financial security and health care.

"We need to do more to help older Americans, who have made such significant contributions to our country," said Dr. Jody Clack, director of the Gerontology Institute.

Profs call for arms reduction

"Incredible" rescue

A production crew from the television series "The Incredible," spent two hours in Iowa City Sunday afternoon filming the reenactment of how 1913 student Elene Schields of Cedar Rapids was rescued in an Italian film. The actor was "20 years ago.

SCHIELDS, Sudoku: A (..)

The United States has utilized "self-defense" as a way to maintain its nuclear arsenal and has been an active participant in the arms race.

"The United States has utilized "self-defense" as a way to maintain its nuclear arsenal and has been an active participant in the arms race."
**Hip-Hop Horary**

This is something you haven’t seen in The Daily Iowan these last 15 years. Congratulations Hawkeyes! We are happy to choose the UI football team as the “Hiphop Horary.” Right on, Hawks— or should we say “Rah-reh.” Take your pick.

Of course, a certain amount of flattery is also the Ohio State football team, whose defeat of Michigan was reported in this Ohio State Beat magazine, and whose defeat of Michigan is legendary. Our fans are all high and happy Friday and his staff is turning for the season with the winning one in a way that few but familiar faces have thought possible.

It is not in fact our policy to give a lot of flattery to the Ohio State football team, because we think they are overrated. But it is in fact true that a lot of our fans are very happy with the Ohio State football team, because they are doing very well.

We are happy to see the Hawkeyes doing well, but we think they are overrated. We think they are overrated because they are doing very well.

**Viewpoints**

**Diablo Canyon**

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission has voted to suspend the low-power nuclear testing license awarded September 12 to the University of California, Davis, for the use of its 100-megawatt reactor. The decision was made by the commission, which is an independent regulatory body. The commission has suspended the license because it is not satisfied with the site's safety and environmental conditions.

John G. Harris, the commission's chairman, said, "It is our belief that the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant is not safe and that it is not environmentally sound. We have determined that the plant cannot be brought into compliance with the safety and environmental standards that we require."

The Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant is located on the California coast about 100 miles north of San Francisco. It is the first nuclear power plant to be built in the United States.

**New media voice brings changes**

By Bruce Greenstock

Paul Bremer, a former political consultant, has been appointed by President Gerald Ford to head a new task force on media reform. Bremer, who was instrumental in the successful campaign to reelect President Ford in 1976, is known for his ability to use mass media to his advantage.

Bremer is a member of the board of directors of the National Council for Media Education, which is an umbrella organization for media reform groups across the country.

Bremer said, "We must create a new media voice that speaks to the American public. The old media voice is too often the voice of the elite. It is time for a new voice that speaks to the people."
DOD sues for job discrimination

Iowa City public officers will be closed Thursday, Nov. 26, for Turkey Day and Friday, Nov. 27, for the Thanksgiving holiday.

This year, city hall will not be operating on Thursday and Friday. However, city parking will be free Thursday and Friday. This year, all city parking lots will be free Thursday and Friday.

The Iowa City Public Library and the Iowa City Recreation Center will be closed. On Thursday, the Iowa City Recreation Center will remain closed on Friday, but all scheduled activities will be held that afternoon. The recreation center will reopen Friday at 1:30 p.m.

On Tuesday, Nov. 24, 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., the register route will be open from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the register route.

Thursday, Nov. 26, will begin at 9 a.m. and end at 4:30 p.m.

The University of Iowa Spring Basketball Season will begin Saturday, March 2, 1980, with a home game against the Iowa State University Cyclones at 2 p.m.

The game will be played at the U. S. Bank Field, located on the campus of the University of Iowa, in Iowa City. The game will be broadcast on radio station WHO in Iowa City.

The game will be played on Saturday, March 2, 1980, at 2 p.m. at the U. S. Bank Field.

ADRIENNE RICH

AWild Patience Has Taken Me Far

Poems 1978-1981

The plainspoken bookstore

University of Iowa CREDIT UNION

We're Here to Serve Your Financial Needs

（For Christmas

A New Auto

Or Any Other Needs

See One Of Us When That Money Need Arises.

UNIVERSITY OF IOWA CREDIT UNION

Holiday Hours

Volunteer will be closed on Fri. Nov. 27, 1981.

Drive through lanes will be open Fri. Nov. 27, 8-9 p.m.; Sat. Nov. 28, 9-4 p.m.; Sun. Nov. 29, 1-4 p.m.; and Mon. Nov. 30, 9-4 p.m.
Hall’s poetry links the past to the present
By David Groll
Ramparts Town
Reading room pods, paint, concrete, and stone. The imagery in his poetry was both
contemporary and timeless. He was a poet of the 20th century, but his work
also evoked the past.

By Dayld Groll
poetry editor, "Pantries,"
the Iowa City-Iowan. Today in Phillips Auditorium, has
reached the point in his life and in his
work that he is now able to create something that lasts
forever: a memoir of his encounters with Dylan
in love; and long gone workhorses. As one of America’s most active men of
verses, he sought and basked in the admiration
he got everywhere, because it helped
him to write. In Remembering Poets , as in his
other poetry was also the literary world’s
foremost fascist. In a long and tender
reviewer and anthologist, the editor of
Ezra Pound — introduced a new age of
American poetry. With the publication of his memoir, Hall has
created an instrument that helps the professional
Earth as a globe, and it carries the
Earth with it. The mission will provide new
information about Earth, the same same as the
science that he’s studied.

NEW YORK. With other poets of
North America, has arrived at the
1982 poet of the year. And in this
1982 New York City World
Conference on Poetry, he has
opened a new age of American poetry.

NEW YORK. As did
Liliana Porter, and as did
Sandini, they appeared in
richness of American poetry. It is
in the form of a conference that
was held last year.

In addition to the
New York City World
Conference on Poetry, there will be
A Walk through Time’s sentences,
Part I: by Sandini and Porter.
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By United Press International

Americans are buying the same size or less of all 20 beef cuts a pound less, according to a recent survey by the National Live Stock and Meat Board. The report, entitled "The 1981 Consumer Survey," shows that consumers are buying more beef, but they are also buying less at a time when the nation is experiencing a meat shortage.
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Evans reported to the police station the night of July 31 because he had been an extortion suspect had been arrested. 

"I don't want to see all of those positions vacant and having to be filled. It would be good for the city," Evans said.

Jansen also charged that Evans violated regulations by disregarding an Assistant Police Chief Kenneth Stock's direct order to report to the police station, engaging in ongoing negotiations with a principal and displaying unbecoming language and conduct during his office hours.

THE COMMISSION'S decision reads: "I'm certain I was not interested at my age in life, and I'm not interested at any age in the $4.99, in fact, it never was in a live animal before. I'm an extrovert, and I've always been extroverted."

Evans' ability to perform his duty was not sufficient evidence that Evans was impaired. The commission was not able to decide if Evans was impaired or if the record showed more than two witnesses who said they were impaired. The commission was able to decide that Evans was not sufficient evidence that Evans was impaired.

The decision shows the city was able to prove that Evans' alcohol consumption was evident and by being in an intoxicated state, he was impaired.

Assistant Police Chief Kenneth Stock has been unable to determine if Evans was impaired or if the record showed more than two witnesses who said they were impaired. The commission was able to decide that Evans was not sufficient evidence that Evans was impaired.

TUES., Nov. 24

9am-6pm

9 am - 6 pm daily

10% - 40% off

Most of our Fall Selection of Tops, Skirts, Dresses, + 10% off Sets

Old Capitol Center upper level 351-2227

The University of Iowa Student Senate sponsored

1981-82 Student ROSE BOWL Tour

Cost: $620.

Cedar Rapids or Des Moines Departure

Inclusive features:

- Round trip charter air transportation from Cedar Rapids or Des Moines to Los Angeles.
- 6 nights accommodations at the deluxe Hyatt House at Los Angeles International Airport (or similar).
- Accommodations based on 3 or 4 persons per room.
- Round-trip transfers from airport to hotel including luggage transfers to room.
- Special official pep rally at the hotel.
- Game day package includes transportation to the parade and game, parade seat, deluxe box lunch, and Game Ticket.
- New Year's Eve Party - bands, favors, noise-makers.

The ROSE BOWL Tour Office, Hawkeye Rm., IMU

Tour Dates: 

Mon., Nov. 23

11 am - 6 pm

Tues., Nov. 24

9 am - 6 pm daily

Mon., Nov. 30 - Fri., Dec. 4

9 am - 6 pm daily

Mon. - Thurs., Dec. 10

9 am - 6 pm daily

Special Rose Bowl Phone: 353-6709

SALES CLOSE DEC. 10. 6 pm

Continued from page

Evans' behavior would not be detected, or if the record showed Evans was impaired, his ability to perform his duty was impaired by the combination of alcohol and other intoxicants. The commission was not able to decide if Evans was impaired or if the record showed more than two witnesses who said they were impaired.

Assistant Police Chief Kenneth Stock has been unable to determine if Evans was impaired or if the record showed more than two witnesses who said they were impaired. The commission was able to decide that Evans was not sufficient evidence that Evans was impaired.
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The Stones: a rocky experience for many

Mick Jagger: ‘Start me up’

A technician operates this carbon-arc followspot, reflecting a white-hot arc of light onto the stage.

The Stones: a rocky experience for many

Stones slide from amazing to lifeless

By D. Anderson

CEDAR FALLS — The Rolling Stones, the world’s richest rock and roll band, knocked out the CIU Dome Friday night, presenting a smoothly rocky concert to an all-sold-out and enraptured crowd of nearly 18,000. Making their first-ever Iowa appearance, the band was on long enough tour and capable of hitting most of their hits with an average quality. Their newest stage, which previously opened the entire width of the Stones’ floor, allowed the band members to prance out onto the whole stage.

The Rolling Stones emerged on the arena stage to a stirring ovation. By using wireless radio microphones and having the PA system covered by great defribulated paintings, the band was showcased with a stage on earth were the mainstays of the Stones’ structure: background and lead guitar. "SOUL" was accompanied by producible results.

"Shattered," a hit-making concept in several CDs, was the first hit played that was due to the audience. Fanatic was stepped up with a guitar for a wankering. The ‘When the Whip Comes Down’ a crowd-pleaser and a bellevous."LORD!" with producible results.
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Record libel suit against Penthouse to begin

THANKS FOR A SUCCESSFUL 2nd Annual Study-a-thon!
The Associated Iowa Honors Students would like to thank the many generous sponsors (over 100) who donated money and helped to raise over $2000 for the Johnson County Association for Children with Learning Disabilities and the Enrichment Program for Iowa City Students of High Ability! The following businesses also deserve a word of thanks for the generous contributions of food and drink for the 22 hour affair.

Ruger Palace
Caribou Pizza
Fojo's
Denny's
Hokka Sushi
Japones

And, a further thanks to the radio station and publications who helped to publicize the Study-a-thon.

Arts and entertainment

Sinfonietta gives serene evening

By Jeanne Gute

The Opening Sinfonietta gives serene evening performance and these became less evident as the evening progressed.

The Introduction was a Master of Ceremonies and one of the best performances thus far. The Sinfonietta, under the direction of James Cho, offered the premiere performance of the University Symphony Orchestra at Copia Room 10
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Mangione concert felt so good

By Ross Johnson

Mangione performed a”。 the favorite, and the
tunes were truly impressive. The
music was very well-received by the
audience, and many people left with
smiling faces. The concert was a success,
Giants upset Philadelphia, 20-10

By United Press International


"It was a very big night for us," said Coach Allie Sherman.

The Giants' defense held the Eagles to one touchdown and three field goals in the second quarter.

TERRY STUDDLE, who scored two touchdowns for the Giants, said, "I wanted to come out and prove that I could play against the Eagles." He also added, "I felt like I was in control today." Terry had 11 carries for 72 yards and scored both of his touchdowns in the first half.

The Giants' defense was led by linebacker Mike Davis, who had 13 tackles and two sacks. He said, "Our defense played well today. We held the Eagles to just one score and three field goals."

In other games:

- The New England Patriots defeated the Buffalo Bills, 34-10.
- The Miami Dolphins defeated the Dallas Cowboys, 23-10.
- The San Francisco 49ers defeated the San Diego Chargers, 27-17.

Men's gymnasts execute poorly on parallel bars

By Steve Batten

John's Women's Gymnastics Coach Tom Dorr was fulminating after Friday's meet against Cornell.

"I'm not happy with the way we did," Dorr said. "We had a lot of mistakes, especially on the bars." He added, "We need to work on our routines and improve our execution." The team scored 195.800 in the meet.

The team's high bar routine was highlighted by Ross Williams, who scored a 9.5 on the bar. Williams said, "I felt good on the bar today. I'm happy with my routine." He added, "But we need to work on our dismounts and improve our form." The team's floor routine was led by Alex Cooper, who scored a 9.3 on the floor.

For more coverage of the meet, go to the university's athletics website.
Eves rose 1957 memories

By Andrew L. Winter

Hawkeyes fans are beginning to remember.

The Iowa State University football team will play its last game of the season Saturday.

The game will be played at the University of Nebraska, where the Hawkeyes lost their last game of the season in 1957.

The game is expected to draw a large crowd.

The team will wear the traditional black uniforms.

The game will be broadcast on local radio stations.

The game will be the last chance for the fans to see the team play in person.

The team will return to Iowa City after the game.

The team will then prepare for the upcoming conference game against the University of Michigan.
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**Sports**

**Diving difference in Iowa swim loss**

By Mike Farwell West Libertem Editor

Point for point, the Iowa Hawkeyes won 11 of the 12 events Sunday night at the Field House pool, but that didn't account for the points the Hawkeyes lost the meet, 138-78.

Indiana held the lead from the start of the first event and never gave Iowa a chance. Since the Hawkeyes lost to the Hoosiers the first time, it is almost impossible to predict what will happen in the highly competitive conference.

"I'M FEELING VERY positive coming out of this," Iowa Coach Great McFarland said after the flag-festive loss in Oregon. "But they fight well, and that's what we'll have to do to win our next meet."}

**Grapplers roll to squad title in Minnesota**

By Jo Christianen Special Correspondent

The sumptuous southern driving trip to the Minnesota Dual Meet this past weekend was worth the effort, and the Hawkeyes never looked back as they squared off against the Gophers. Iowa men's wrestling squad emerged as the victor, winning 4-3.

"We're working quite a bit in the wrestling room, and we're a pretty good squad," said George Myers, the Gophers' head coach. "We're looking for the right individuals, and I don't think we have them yet."

Iowa's wrestling twin, Ed and Les Bilton, looked most impressive to "Coach." "They're a couple of good men. It's like catching them on their worst days."}

**Iowa swimmers third in final tournament**

By Tom W. Jergo Special Correspondent

Iowa's volleyball team finished third in the NCAA Regional meet at Wisconsin, losing to Upper Iowa's Ernie Van Ryn and Jan Kowal by 1-0, 14-16, 19-21 and 12-25. The Hawkeyes are now 24-8 on the season.

"We finally did what we had been doing," said Coach Jim Dutcher. "We finally played how we were capable of playing."

"EVERYONE SHOULD use a new heart, but I'm the only one who can give you a new heart," said Coach Tom Roemer, who came to the University of Iowa from the University of Wisconsin-Madison. "But I'm the only one who can give you a new heart."}

**Cowboy Cyclone to Texas**

Texas' Bruce Jenner, national champion in the 440 and mile events, has been proclaimed the "Cowboy Cyclone" by Steve Hargrave, referee of the Texas High School State Track Meet in Austin.

"I've heard it said that Bruce Jenner is the toughest runner in the world," Hargrave said. "And he is."
Cowboys defeat Cyclones, 27-7, to earn bowl bid

AMES, Iowa (AP) — The final brick in Iowa State's crumbling football season reached the ground on the sorry of Oklahoma State quarterback. The Cyclones player and the "beauty" player of the Cyclones (Oklahoma State) 23-7 on Iowa State last Saturday night. The Cyclones, led by quarterback John DiStefano, let up in the first quarter and entered the game with a big lead. Iowa State was behind 23-0 at the half but rallied late to win.

On the line

Only a few days before the season started, the Iowa State coach said he was worried about the defense. "We can't say how good that defense is until we see the game," he said. "But we're not going to say it's going to be good." The defense was on the line and the offense was not, as the Cyclones held the Cyclones to 7 points.

Saturday's winners

Iowa State 14, Michigan State 7
Wisconsin 32, UCLA 12
Purdue State 28, Notre Dame 13
Washington 27, Washington State 13
USC 24, UCLA 12
Michigan 31, Michigan State 18
Ohio State 56, Michigan 9

The Daily Iowan Book Exchange

Use DI Classifieds ads to trade, buy or sell your used textbooks. $2.00-$15 words for three days. Book Exchange special until November 15 through January 30, 1982.

To place your ad, stop in at the Daily Iowan Business Office, 111 Communications Center.
Hawks wake up and smell those roses

By Al Christensen

Find the strange stories behind Iowa's victory last weekend at the hands of the Big Ten runners-up in Iowa City. Iowa defeated Ohio State 24-0.

The Hawkeyes' season got off to a flying start as they blasted Ohio State 24-0.

Hawkeyes bound for Rose Bowl

By Mike Condon

The Iowa football team is headed to the Rose Bowl, where they will face Penn State.

The Iowa Hawkeyes are going to sunny California for the Rose Bowl.

The Iowa State University football team will face the Penn State Nittany Lions in the Rose Bowl.

Iowa hockey fourth at nationals

By Betsy Anderson

The Iowa hockey team finished fourth at the NCAA championships, their best finish in years.
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